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How the extraordinary multisensory phenomenon of
synesthesia has changed our traditional view of the
brain. A person with synesthesia might feel the flavor
of food on her fingertips, sense the letter “J” as
shimmering magenta or the number “5” as emerald
green, hear and taste her husband's voice as buttery
golden brown. Synesthetes rarely talk about their
peculiar sensory gift—believing either that everyone
else senses the world exactly as they do, or that no
one else does. Yet synesthesia occurs in one in
twenty people, and is even more common among
artists. One famous synesthete was novelist Vladimir
Nabokov, who insisted as a toddler that the colors on
his wooden alphabet blocks were “all wrong.” His
mother understood exactly what he meant because
she, too, had synesthesia. Nabokov's son Dmitri,
who recounts this tale in the afterword to this book,
is also a synesthete—further illustrating how
synesthesia runs in families. In Wednesday Is Indigo
Blue, pioneering researcher Richard Cytowic and
distinguished neuroscientist David Eagleman explain
the neuroscience and genetics behind synesthesia's
multisensory experiences. Because synesthesia
contradicted existing theory, Cytowic spent twenty
years persuading colleagues that it was a real—and
important—brain phenomenon rather than a mere
curiosity. Today scientists in fifteen countries are
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exploring synesthesia and how it is changing the
traditional view of how the brain works. Cytowic and
Eagleman argue that perception is already
multisensory, though for most of us its multiple
dimensions exist beyond the reach of
consciousness. Reality, they point out, is more
subjective than most people realize. No mere
curiosity, synesthesia is a window on the mind and
brain, highlighting the amazing differences in the
way people see the world.
This award-winning science book uses the latest
findings from neuroscience research and brain-
imaging technology to take you on a journey into the
human brain. CGI illustrations and brain MRI scans
reveal the brain's anatomy in unprecedented detail.
Step-by-step sequences unravel and simplify the
complex processes of brain function, such as how
nerves transmit signals, how memories are laid
down and recalled, and how we register emotions.
The book answers fundamental and compelling
questions about the brain: what does it mean to be
conscious, what happens when we're asleep, and
are the brains of men and women different? This is
an accessible and authoritative reference book to a
fascinating part of the human body. Thanks to
improvements in scanning technology, our
understanding of the brain is changing quickly. Now
in its third edition, The Human Brain Book provides
an up-to-date guide to one of science's most exciting
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frontiers. With its coverage of more than 50 brain-
related diseases and disorders--from strokes to brain
tumors and schizophrenia--it is also an essential
manual for students and healthcare professionals.
Consciousness is our gateway to experience: it
enables us to recognize Van Gogh’s starry skies, be
enraptured by Beethoven’s Fifth, and stand in awe
of a snowcapped mountain. Yet consciousness is
subjective, personal, and famously difficult to
examine: philosophers have for centuries declared
this mental entity so mysterious as to be
impenetrable to science. In The Ravenous Brain,
neuroscientist Daniel Bor departs sharply from this
historical view, and builds on the latest research to
propose a new model for how consciousness works.
Bor argues that this brain-based faculty evolved as
an accelerated knowledge gathering tool.
Consciousness is effectively an idea factory—that
choice mental space dedicated to innovation, a key
component of which is the discovery of deep
structures within the contents of our awareness. This
model explains our brains’ ravenous appetite for
information—and in particular, its constant search for
patterns. Why, for instance, after all our physical
needs have been met, do we recreationally solve
crossword or Sudoku puzzles? Such behavior may
appear biologically wasteful, but, according to Bor,
this search for structure can yield immense
evolutionary benefits—it led our ancestors to discover
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fire and farming, pushed modern society to forge
ahead in science and technology, and guides each
one of us to understand and control the world around
us. But the sheer innovative power of human
consciousness carries with it the heavy cost of
mental fragility. Bor discusses the medical
implications of his theory of consciousness, and
what it means for the origins and treatment of
psychiatric ailments, including attention-deficit
disorder, schizophrenia, manic depression, and
autism. All mental illnesses, he argues, can be
reformulated as disorders of consciousness—a
perspective that opens up new avenues of treatment
for alleviating mental suffering. A controversial view
of consciousness, The Ravenous Brain links
cognition to creativity in an ingenious solution to one
of science’s biggest mysteries.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The New York
Times–bestselling author of The Brain That Changes
Itself presents astounding advances in the treatment
of brain injury and illness. Now in an updated and
expanded paperback edition. Winner of the 2015
Gold Nautilus Book Award in Science & Cosmology
In his groundbreaking work The Brain That Changes
Itself, Norman Doidge introduced readers to
neuroplasticity—the brain’s ability to change its own
structure and function in response to activity and
mental experience. Now his revolutionary new book
shows how the amazing process of neuroplastic
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healing really works. The Brain’s Way of Healing
describes natural, noninvasive avenues into the
brain provided by the energy around us—in light,
sound, vibration, and movement—that can awaken
the brain’s own healing capacities without producing
unpleasant side effects. Doidge explores cases
where patients alleviated chronic pain; recovered
from debilitating strokes, brain injuries, and learning
disorders; overcame attention deficit and learning
disorders; and found relief from symptoms of autism,
multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and cerebral
palsy. And we learn how to vastly reduce the risk of
dementia, with simple approaches anyone can use.
For centuries it was believed that the brain’s
complexity prevented recovery from damage or
disease. The Brain’s Way of Healing shows that this
very sophistication is the source of a unique kind of
healing. As he did so lucidly in The Brain That
Changes Itself, Doidge uses stories to present
cutting-edge science with practical real-world
applications, and principles that everyone can apply
to improve their brain’s performance and health.
The BrainThe Story of YouVintage
If the conscious mind—the part you consider to be
you—is just the tip of the iceberg, what is the rest
doing? In this sparkling and provocative new book,
the renowned neuroscientist David Eagleman
navigates the depths of the subconscious brain to
illuminate surprising mysteries: Why can your foot
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move halfway to the brake pedal before you become
consciously aware of danger ahead? Why do you
hear your name being mentioned in a conversation
that you didn’t think you were listening to? What do
Ulysses and the credit crunch have in common?
Why did Thomas Edison electrocute an elephant in
1916? Why are people whose names begin with J
more likely to marry other people whose names
begin with J? Why is it so difficult to keep a secret?
And how is it possible to get angry at yourself—who,
exactly, is mad at whom? Taking in brain damage,
plane spotting, dating, drugs, beauty, infidelity,
synesthesia, criminal law, artificial intelligence, and
visual illusions, Incognito is a thrilling subsurface
exploration of the mind and all its contradictions.
How does memory work? Who is the "distractor" in
your family? What was the "car crash" experiment?
The Psychology Book is your visual guide to the
complex and fascinating world of human behavior.
Discover how we learn, become emotionally bonded
with others, and develop coping mechanisms to deal
with adversity, or conform in a group. Get to know
key thinkers, from Freud and Jung to Elizabeth
Loftus and Melanie Klein, and follow charts and
timelines to make sense of it all and see how one
theory influenced another. With concise explanations
of different schools of psychology including
psychotherapy, cognitive psychology and
behaviorism, this is an ideal reference whether
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you're a student, or a general reader. It's your
authoritative guide to over 100 key ideas, theories
and conditions, including the collective unconscious,
the "selfish" gene, false memory, psychiatric
disorders, and autism. If you're fascinated by the
human mind, The Psychology Book is both an
invaluable reference and illuminating read.
Preeminent psychologist Lisa Barrett lays out how
the brain constructs emotions in a way that could
revolutionize psychology, health care, the legal
system, and our understanding of the human mind.
“Fascinating . . . A thought-provoking journey into
emotion science.”??—??The Wall Street Journal “A
singular book, remarkable for the freshness of its
ideas and the boldness and clarity with which they
are presented.”??—??Scientific American “A brilliant
and original book on the science of emotion, by the
deepest thinker about this topic since
Darwin.”??—??Daniel Gilbert, best-selling author of
Stumbling on Happiness The science of emotion is
in the midst of a revolution on par with the discovery
of relativity in physics and natural selection in
biology. Leading the charge is psychologist and
neuroscientist Lisa Feldman Barrett, whose research
overturns the long-standing belief that emotions are
automatic, universal, and hardwired in different brain
regions. Instead, Barrett shows, we construct each
instance of emotion through a unique interplay of
brain, body, and culture. A lucid report from the
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cutting edge of emotion science, How Emotions Are
Made reveals the profound real-world consequences
of this breakthrough for everything from
neuroscience and medicine to the legal system and
even national security, laying bare the immense
implications of our latest and most intimate scientific
revolution.
This book attempts to tackle the mystery of consciousness
using examples from physics, mathematics, computer
science, artificial intelligence, and electronics. Can a
computer think? Why is your consciousness like Bitcoin? Will
there be an artificial intelligence apocalypse?
“The authors look at art and science together to examine how
innovations—from Picasso’s initially offensive paintings to
Steve Jobs’s startling iPhone—build on what already exists
and rely on three brain operations: bending, breaking and
blending. This manifesto . . . shows how both disciplines
foster creativity.” —The Wall Street Journal The Runaway
Species is a deep dive into the creative mind, a celebration of
the human spirit, and a vision of how we can improve our
future by understanding and embracing our ability to
innovate. David Eagleman and Anthony Brandt seek to
answer the question: what lies at the heart of humanity’s
ability—and drive—to create? Our ability to remake our world is
unique among all living things. But where does our creativity
come from, how does it work, and how can we harness it to
improve our lives, schools, businesses, and institutions?
Eagleman and Brandt examine hundreds of examples of
human creativity through dramatic storytelling and stunning
images in this beautiful, full–color volume. By drawing out
what creative acts have in common and viewing them through
the lens of cutting–edge neuroscience, they uncover the
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essential elements of this critical human ability, and
encourage a more creative future for all of us. “The Runaway
Species approach[es] creativity scientifically but sensitively,
feeling its roots without pulling them out.” —The Economist
The Brain Book investigates the amazingly complex and
intriguing structure that is the human brain. Made up of
billions of nerve cells, the brain controls our thoughts,
movements, behaviour and emotions. This comprehensive
book explores such diverse topics as how we sense the
world, consciousness and memory, through to diseases and
disorders, the ageing brain and spinal injury repair.
Containing the latest medical research, The Brain Book
explains in concise, clear language important health issues
such as the effects of recreational drugs and medicines on
the brain, strokes, tumours and the biological basis of mental
illness. Hundreds of colour images, including stunning 3-D
illustrations created exclusively for this book, reveal the
intricate workings of the brain to show incredible details
beyond what the eye can usually see.
Since the days of Galileo, time has been a fundamental
variable in scientific attempts to understand the natural world.
Once the first recordings of electrical activity in the brain had
been made, it became clear that electrical signals from the
brain consist of very complex temporal patterns. This can now
be demonstrated by recordings at the single unit level and by
electroencephalography (EEG). Time and the Brain explores
modern approaches to these temporal aspects of electrical
brain activity. The temporal structure as revealed from trains
of impulses from single nerve cells and from EEG recordings
are discussed in depth together with an exploration of
correlations with behaviour and psychology. The single cell
and EEG approaches often tend to be segregated as the
research occurs in laboratories in different parts of the world.
By bringing together modern information acquired using both
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methods it is hoped that they can become better integrated
as complimentary windows on the information processing
achieved by the brain.
In this New York Times bestseller, Isaac Lidsky draws on his
experience of achieving immense success, joy, and fulfillment
while losing his sight to a blinding disease to show us that it
isn’t external circumstances, but how we perceive and
respond to them, that governs our reality. Fear has a
tendency to give us tunnel vision—we fill the unknown with our
worst imaginings and cling to what’s familiar. But when
confronted with new challenges, we need to think more
broadly and adapt. When Isaac Lidsky learned that he was
beginning to go blind at age thirteen, eventually losing his
sight entirely by the time he was twenty-five, he initially
thought that blindness would mean an end to his early
success and his hopes for the future. Paradoxically, losing his
sight gave him the vision to take responsibility for his reality
and thrive. Lidsky graduated from Harvard College at age
nineteen, served as a Supreme Court law clerk, fathered four
children, and turned a failing construction subcontractor into a
highly profitable business. Whether we’re blind or not, our
vision is limited by our past experiences, biases, and
emotions. Lidsky shows us how we can overcome paralyzing
fears, avoid falling prey to our own assumptions and faulty
leaps of logic, silence our inner critic, harness our strength,
and live with open hearts and minds. In sharing his hard-won
insights, Lidsky shows us how we too can confront life's trials
with initiative, humor, and grace.
New York Times Bestseller An exciting--and
encouraging--exploration of creativity from the author of
When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing The future
belongs to a different kind of person with a different kind of
mind: artists, inventors, storytellers-creative and holistic "right-
brain" thinkers whose abilities mark the fault line between
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who gets ahead and who doesn't. Drawing on research from
around the world, Pink (author of To Sell Is Human: The
Surprising Truth About Motivating Others) outlines the six
fundamentally human abilities that are absolute essentials for
professional success and personal fulfillment--and reveals
how to master them. A Whole New Mind takes readers to a
daring new place, and a provocative and necessary new way
of thinking about a future that's already here.
Best Health Book of 2018 - American Book Fest. Best
Science Books of 2018 - Bookbub. Every creation begins as
a thought, from a symphony to a marriage to an ice cream
cone to a rocket launch. When we have an intention, a
complex chain of events begins in our brains. Thoughts travel
as electrical impulses along neural pathways. When neurons
fire together they wire together, creating electromagnetic
fields. These fields are invisible energy, yet they influence the
molecules of matter around us the way a magnet organizes
iron filings. In Mind to Matter, award-winning researcher
Dawson Church explains the science showing how our minds
create matter. Different intentions produce different fields and
different material creations. The thoughts and energy fields
we cultivate in our minds condition the atoms and molecules
around us. We can now trace the science behind each link in
chain from thought to thing, showing the surprising ways in
which our intentions create the material world. The science in
the book is illustrated by many authentic case histories of
people who harnessed the extraordinary power of the mind to
create. They include: Adeline, whose Stage 4 cancer
disappeared after she imagined "healing stars" Raymond
Aaron and two of his clients, each of whom manifested $1
million in the same week Elon Musk, who bounced back from
devastating tragedy to found Tesla and SpaceX Graham
Phillips, who grew the emotional regulation part of his brain
by 22.8% in two months Jennifer Graf, whose grandfather's
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long-dead radio came to life to play love songs the day of her
wedding Harold, whose 80% hearing loss reversed in an hour
Joe Marana, whose deceased sister comforted him from
beyond the grave Rick Geggie, whose clogged arteries
cleared up the night before cardiac surgery Matthias Rust, a
teen whose "airplane flight for peace" changed the fate of
superpowers Wanda Burch, whose dream about cancer told
the surgeon exactly where to look for it An MIT freshman
student who can precipitate sodium crystals with his mind
John, who found himself floating out of his body and returned
to find his AIDS healed Dean, whose cortisol levels dropped
by 48% in a single hour In Mind to Matter, Dawson Church
shows that these outcomes aren't a lucky accident only a few
people experience. Neuroscientists have measured a specific
brain wave formula that is linked to manifestation. This "flow
state" can be learned and applied by anyone. New
discoveries in epigenetics, neuroscience, electromagnetism,
psychology, vibration, and quantum physics connect each
step in the process by which mind creates matter. They show
that the whole universe is self-organizing, and when our
minds are in a state of flow, they coordinate with nature's
emergent intelligence to produce synchronous outcomes. The
book contained over 150 photos and illustrations that explain
the process, while an "Extended Play" section at the end of
each chapter provides additional resources. As Mind to
Matter drops each piece of the scientific puzzle into place, it
leaves us with a profound understanding of the enormous
creative potential of our minds. It also gives us a road map to
cultivating these remarkable brain states in our daily lives.
The advent of the internet has been one of the most
significant technological developments in history. In this
thought-provoking and ground-breaking work David
Eagleman, author of international bestseller Sum, presents
six ways in which the net saves us from major existential
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threats: pandemics, poor information flow, natural disasters,
political corruption, resource depletion and economic
meltdown.
How Your Brain Works explores the amazing world inside
your head. Ever wondered what's going on inside your head?
The brain has long been a source of fascination. In 1819, the
radical thinker and surgeon William Lawrence put it like this:
"It is strongly suspected that a Newton or Shakespeare
excels other mortals only... by having an extra inch of brain in
the right place." Today, many such suspicions are certainties.
We understand the structures of the brain, minor and major,
and their roles in making us who we are. We can record
electrical signals from individual brain cells or networks of
them. Imaging technology lets us see both snapshots of the
brain and also videos of it in action. We can follow
connections within the brain and watch them reform after an
injury. How Your Brain Works explores what's going on inside
your head, and what makes you, you. It looks at techniques
for controlling the brain using electric and magnetic fields, as
well as investigating the latest technologies that allow you to
control the outside world using your mind alone. ABOUT THE
SERIES New Scientist Instant Expert books are definitive and
accessible entry points to the most important subjects in
science; subjects that challenge, attract debate, invite
controversy and engage the most enquiring minds. Designed
for curious readers who want to know how things work and
why, the Instant Expert series explores the topics that really
matter and their impact on individuals, society, and the
planet, translating the scientific complexities around us into
language that's open to everyone, and putting new ideas and
discoveries into perspective and context.
The New York Times best-selling author of My Stroke of
Insight blends neuroanatomy with psychology to show how
we can short-circuit emotional reactivity and find our way to
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peace. For half a century we have been trained to believe
that our right brain hemisphere is our emotional brain, while
our left brain houses our rational thinking. Now neuroscience
shows that it's not that simple: in fact, our emotional limbic
tissue is evenly divided between our two hemispheres.
Consequently, each hemisphere has both an emotional brain
and a thinking brain. In this groundbreaking new book, Dr. Jill
Bolte Taylor presents these four distinct modules of cells as
four characters that make up who we are: Character 1, Left
Thinking; Character 2, Left Emotion; Character 3, Right
Emotion; and Character 4, Right Thinking. Everything we
think, feel, or do is dependent upon brain cells to perform that
function. Since each of the Four Characters stems from
specific groups of cells that feel unique inside of our body,
they each display particular skills, feel specific emotions, or
think distinctive thoughts. In Whole Brain Living, Dr. Taylor
shows us how to get acquainted with our own Four
Characters, observe how they show up in our daily life, and
learn to identify and relate to them in others as well. And she
introduces a practice called the Brain Huddle--a tool for
bringing our Four Characters into conversation with one
another so we can tap their respective strengths and choose
which one to embody in any situation. The more we become
familiar with each of the characters in ourselves and others,
the more power we gain over our thoughts, our feelings, our
relationships, and our lives. Indeed, we discover that we have
the power to choose who and how we want to be in every
moment. And when our Four Characters work together and
balance one another as a whole brain, we gain a radical new
road map to deep inner peace.
The advent of the internet has been one of the most
significant technological developments in history. In this
thought-provoking and groundbreaking work David
Eagleman, author of international bestseller SUM, presents
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six ways in which the net saves us from major existential
threats: epidemics, poor information flow, natural disasters,
political corruption, resource depletion and economic
meltdown.
A top neurologist explains the difficulty of diagnosing brain
diseases through such cases as a college quarterback who
keeps calling the same play and a salesman who
continuously drives around a traffic circle.
This science ebook of award-wiining print edition uses the
latest findings from neuroscience research and brain-imaging
technology to take you on a journey into the human brain.
CGI artworks and brain MRI scans reveal the brain's anatomy
in unprecedented detail. Step-by-step sequences unravel and
simplify the complex processes of brain function, such as how
nerves transmit signals, how memories are laid down and
recalled, and how we register emotions. The book answers
fundamental and compelling questions about the brain: what
does it means to be conscious, what happens when we're
asleep,and are the brains of men and women different?
Written by award-winning author Rita Carter, this is an
accessible and authoritative reference book to a fascinating
part of the human body. Thanks to improvements in scanning
technology, our understanding of the brain is changing fast.
Now in its third edition, the Brain Book provides an up-to-date
guide to one of science's most exciting frontiers. With its
coverage of over 50 brain-related diseases and disorders -
from strokes to brain tumours and schizophrenia - it is also an
essential manual for students and healthcare professionals.
Heroes are superhuman. Or at least it's easy to assume that
when you read ripped-from-the-news stories of derring-do.
But in reality, almost anyone who's motivated can be a hero,
and the heroes who make the biggest impact aren't always
the ones who make headlines. This approachable, research-
backed guide will equip kids with the tools they need to
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become everyday heroes. Along the way, you'll hear from real
heroes living out the truth of psychologist Phil Zimbardo's
words: Most heroes are ordinary. It's the act of heroism that's
extraordinary. -- "Other Print"
Locked in the silence and darkness of your skull, your brain
fashions the rich narratives of your reality and your identity.
Join renowned neuroscientist David Eagleman for a journey
into the questions at the mysterious heart of our existence.
What is reality? Who are “you”? How do you make
decisions? Why does your brain need other people? How is
technology poised to change what it means to be human? In
the course of his investigations, Eagleman guides us through
the world of extreme sports, criminal justice, facial
expressions, genocide, brain surgery, gut feelings, robotics,
and the search for immortality. Strap in for a whistle-stop tour
into the inner cosmos. In the infinitely dense tangle of billions
of brain cells and their trillions of connections, something
emerges that you might not have expected to see in there:
you. This is the story of how your life shapes your brain, and
how your brain shapes your life. (A companion to the six-part
PBS series. Color illustrations throughout.)
From the author of How Emotions Are Made, a myth-busting
primer on the brain in the tradition of Seven Brief Lessons on
Physics and Astrophysics for People in a Hurry. Have you
ever wondered why you have a brain? Let renowned
neuroscientist Lisa Feldman Barrett demystify that big gray
blob between your ears. In seven short essays (plus a bite-
sized story about how brains evolved), this slim, entertaining,
and accessible collection reveals mind-expanding lessons
from the front lines of neuroscience research. You’ll learn
where brains came from, how they’re structured (and why it
matters), and how yours works in tandem with other brains to
create everything you experience. Along the way, you’ll also
learn to dismiss popular myths such as the idea of a “lizard
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brain” and the alleged battle between thoughts and emotions,
or even between nature and nurture, to determine your
behavior. Sure to intrigue casual readers and scientific
veterans alike, Seven and a Half Lessons About the Brain is
full of surprises, humor, and important implications for human
nature—a gift of a book that you will want to savor again and
again.
"Eagleman renders the secrets of the brain’s
adaptability into a truly compelling page-turner.”
—Khaled Hosseini, author of The Kite Runner
“Livewired reads wonderfully like what a book would
be if it were written by Oliver Sacks and William
Gibson, sitting on Carl Sagan’s front lawn.” —The
Wall Street Journal What does drug withdrawal have
in common with a broken heart? Why is the enemy
of memory not time but other memories? How can a
blind person learn to see with her tongue, or a deaf
person learn to hear with his skin? Why did many
people in the 1980s mistakenly perceive book pages
to be slightly red in color? Why is the world’s best
archer armless? Might we someday control a robot
with our thoughts, just as we do our fingers and
toes? Why do we dream at night, and what does that
have to do with the rotation of the Earth? The
answers to these questions are right behind our
eyes. The greatest technology we have ever
discovered on our planet is the three-pound organ
carried in the vault of the skull. This book is not
simply about what the brain is; it is about what it
does. The magic of the brain is not found in the parts
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it’s made of but in the way those parts unceasingly
reweave themselves in an electric, living fabric. In
Livewired, you will surf the leading edge of
neuroscience atop the anecdotes and metaphors
that have made David Eagleman one of the best
scientific translators of our generation. Covering
decades of research to the present day, Livewired
also presents new discoveries from Eagleman’s
own laboratory, from synesthesia to dreaming to
wearable neurotech devices that revolutionize how
we think about the senses.
Are You Sure? The Unconscious Origins of Certainty
explores the implications of one the most surprising
recent discoveries in neuroscience. There is
overwhelming evidence that most of what our brain
does (perhaps as much as 95%) is unconscious. It
not just outside our conscious awareness, but much
of it is also inaccessible to introspections.
Neurologist Robert Burton explored the implications
of these discovery in two recent books and in Are
You Sure? Dr. Campbell shares and expands on
Burton's work. She makes these surprising ideas
accessible to readers of all backgrounds. In the
second edition, she goes beyond the unconscious
origins of certainty to explore what these discoveries
might mean to our our understanding of the human
mind.
Do you want more free books like this? Download
our app for free at https://www.QuickRead.com/App
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and get access to hundreds of free book and
audiobook summaries. The Brain (2015) unlocks the
key concepts of critical neurological research in
language that makes it accessible for the average
reader to discover what’s really going on in their
heads. Employing elements of neuroscience,
psychology, and philosophy, David Eagleman seeks
to address the questions that have puzzled
philosophers since the onset of human existence.
Tackling such questions as whether or not reality
exists and what a personality is, The Brain takes you
on an intellectual journey that is equal parts
fascinating and disturbing.
Join New Scientist on a mind-expanding
rollercoaster ride through intelligence, creativity, your
unconscious and beyond. Congratulations! You're
the proud owner of the most complex information
processing device in the known universe. The
human brain comes equipped with all sorts of useful
design features, but also many bugs and
weaknesses. Problem is you don't get an owner's
manual. You have to just plug and play. As a result,
most of us never properly understand how our brains
work and what they're truly capable of. We fail get
the best out of them, ignore some of their most
useful features and struggle to overcome their
design faults. Until now, that is. Featuring witty
essays, enlightening infographics and fascinating "try
this at home" experiments, New Scientist take you
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on a journey through intelligence, memory, creativity,
the unconscious and beyond. From the strange ways
to distort what we think of as "reality" to the brain
hacks that can improve memory, The Brain: A User's
Guide will help you understand your brain and show
you how to use it to its full potential.
Explores the latest beliefs about why people tell
stories and what stories reveal about human nature,
offering insights into such related topics as universal
themes and what it means to have a storytelling
brain.
“Excellent. . . . [Buonomano] reveals the intricate
limitations and blessings of the most complex device
in the known universe.”—The Atlantic The human
brain may be the best piece of technology ever
created, but it’s far from perfect. Drawing on colorful
examples and surprising research, neuroscientist
Dean Buonomano exposes the blind spots and
weaknesses that beset our brains and lead us to
make misguided personal, professional, and
financial decisions. Whether explaining why we are
susceptible to advertisements or demonstrating how
false memories are formed, Brain Bugs not only
explains the brain’s inherent flaws but also gives us
the tools to counteract them.
The bold futurist and bestselling author of The
Singularity is Nearer explores the limitless potential
of reverse-engineering the human brain Ray
Kurzweil is arguably today’s most influential—and
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often controversial—futurist. In How to Create a Mind,
Kurzweil presents a provocative exploration of the
most important project in human-machine
civilization—reverse engineering the brain to
understand precisely how it works and using that
knowledge to create even more intelligent machines.
Kurzweil discusses how the brain functions, how the
mind emerges from the brain, and the implications of
vastly increasing the powers of our intelligence in
addressing the world’s problems. He thoughtfully
examines emotional and moral intelligence and the
origins of consciousness and envisions the radical
possibilities of our merging with the intelligent
technology we are creating. Certain to be one of the
most widely discussed and debated science books
of the year, How to Create a Mind is sure to take its
place alongside Kurzweil’s previous classics which
include Fantastic Voyage: Live Long Enough to Live
Forever and The Age of Spiritual Machines.
Brain and Behavior addresses the central aims of
cognitive neuroscience, examining the brain not only
by its components but also by its functions.
Emphasizing the dynamically changing nature of the
brain, the text highlights the principles, discoveries,
and remaining mysteries of moderncognitive
neuroscience to give students a firm grounding in
this fascinating subject.
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful
portrait of the endless adaptability of the human
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brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook
His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to
change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the
new brain science explains all of this and more An
astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing
the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable,
and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain.
Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to
meet both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity,
its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve
transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage
or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman
born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole,
blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs
raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to
speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move with
more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully
treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these
marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion,
love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written an
immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter
the way we look at our brains, human nature, and human
potential.
“Fundamentals might be the perfect book for the winter of
this plague year. . . . Wilczek writes with breathtaking
economy and clarity, and his pleasure in his subject is
palpable.” —The New York Times Book Review One of our
great contemporary scientists reveals the ten profound
insights that illuminate what everyone should know about the
physical world In Fundamentals, Nobel laureate Frank
Wilczek offers the reader a simple yet profound exploration of
reality based on the deep revelations of modern science. With
clarity and an infectious sense of joy, he guides us through
the essential concepts that form our understanding of what
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the world is and how it works. Through these pages, we come
to see our reality in a new way--bigger, fuller, and stranger
than it looked before. Synthesizing basic questions, facts, and
dazzling speculations, Wilczek investigates the ideas that
form our understanding of the universe: time, space, matter,
energy, complexity, and complementarity. He excavates the
history of fundamental science, exploring what we know and
how we know it, while journeying to the horizons of the
scientific world to give us a glimpse of what we may soon
discover. Brilliant, lucid, and accessible, this celebration of
human ingenuity and imagination will expand your world and
your mind.
'This is the story of how your life shapes your brain, and how
your brain shapes your life.' Join renowned neuroscientist
David Eagleman on a whistle-stop tour of the inner cosmos.
It's a journey that will take you into the world of extreme
sports, criminal justice, genocide, brain surgery, robotics, and
the search for immortality. On the way, amidst the infinitely
dense tangle of brain cells and their trillions of connections,
something emerges that you might not have expected to see:
you.
At once funny, wistful and unsettling, Sum is a dazzling
exploration of unexpected afterlives—each presented as a
vignette that offers a stunning lens through which to see
ourselves in the here and now. In one afterlife, you may find
that God is the size of a microbe and unaware of your
existence. In another version, you work as a background
character in other people’s dreams. Or you may find that
God is a married couple, or that the universe is running
backward, or that you are forced to live out your afterlife with
annoying versions of who you could have been. With a
probing imagination and deep understanding of the human
condition, acclaimed neuroscientist David Eagleman offers
wonderfully imagined tales that shine a brilliant light on the
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here and now.
“A stunning book.”—Oliver Sacks Memory binds our mental
life together. We are who we are in large part because of
what we learn and remember. But how does the brain create
memories? Nobel Prize winner Eric R. Kandel intertwines the
intellectual history of the powerful new science of the mind—a
combination of cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and
molecular biology—with his own personal quest to understand
memory. A deft mixture of memoir and history, modern
biology and behavior, In Search of Memory brings readers
from Kandel's childhood in Nazi-occupied Vienna to the
forefront of one of the great scientific endeavors of the
twentieth century: the search for the biological basis of
memory.
Sleep. Memory. Pleasure. Fear. Language. We experience
these things every day, but how do our brains create them?
Your Brain, Explained is a personal tour around your gray
matter. Neuroscientist Marc Dingman gives you a crash
course in how your brain works and explains the latest
research on the brain functions that affect you on a daily
basis. You'll also discover what happens when the brain
doesn't work the way it should, causing problems such as
insomnia, ADHD, depression, or addiction. You'll learn how
neuroscience is working to fix these problems, and how you
can build up your defenses against the most common faults
of the mind. Along the way you'll find out: · Why brain training
games don't prevent dementia · What it's like to remember
every day of your life as if it were yesterday · Which popular
psychiatric drug was created from German rocket fuel · How
you might unknowingly be sabotaging your sleep Drawing on
the author's popular YouTube series, 2-minute Neuroscience,
this is a friendly, engaging introduction to the human brain
and its quirks from the perspective of a neuroscientist--using
real-life examples and the author's own eye-opening
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illustrations. Your brain is yours to discover!
"The dramatic story of the brain's role in creating our world,
our experience of it, and ourselves; the basis for a PBS
television series by the bestselling David Eagleman. How
does a three pound mass of biological matter locked in the
dark, silent fortress of the skull produce the extraordinary
multi-sensory experience that comprises us, while also
constructing reality and guiding us through the endless need
to make decisions and determine our judgments and into a
future that we are convinced we are shaping? David
Eagleman compares the brain to a cityscape with different
neighborhoods where neural networks vie for supremacy and
determine our behavior in ways we are not always aware or in
control of. At the same time, he suggests that the brain works
as a storyteller--creating a narrative that allows us to navigate
and make sense of a world that it is busy constructing for
us"--
Looking for an easy, fun and effective way to demystify the
structures of the human brain? Coloring the human brain and
its nerves is the most effective way to study the structure and
functions of neuroanatomy. You assimilate information and
make visual associations with key terminology when coloring
in the Neuroanatomy Coloring Book, all while having fun!
Whether you are following a neuroscience course or just
interested in the human brain and its structures, let this book
guide you. While other books give you the anatomical
terminology immediately, this book is designed for convenient
self-testing by providing the answer keys on the back of the
same page so you can get the most out of your studies. Plus,
the detailed illustrations of the neuroanatomical systems in a
large page design without back-to-back drawings will make
you say goodbye to bleed-through! The Neuroanatomy
Coloring Book features: The most effective way to skyrocket
your neuroanatomical knowledge, all while having fun! Full
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coverage of the major systems of the human brain to provide
context and reinforce visual recognition 25+ unique, easy-to-
color pages of different neuroanatomical sections with their
terminology Large 8.5 by 11-inch single side paper so you
can easily remove your coloring Self-quizzing for each page,
with convenient same-page answer keys Discover the
structure of the following sections of the human brain: Lobes
and lobules Sagittal section Coronal section Cranial nerves
Transverse section of the pons Gyri and sulci Circle of Willis
Limbic system Thalamus Blood supply of the central nervous
system Spinal cord tracts And many, many more... Joins
thousands of others who have made their studies more fun,
easy and efficient! Roll up and click "ADD TO CART" right
now
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